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Outline

• Intensity frontier and Kaon physics 

• SM predictions for “rare” K decays

• BSM

• Model-independent considerations

• Models (SUSY, RS, light sector)

• K decays at ORKA + Project X

• theory homework 



Intensity Frontier and Kaons

• Goal (see Y. Grossman’s talk): reconstruct the “New SM” dynamics

L = LSM + LBSM
We know it’s there at some level

 
Eventually want to get its 
structure and parameters 

• Both Energy and Intensity Frontier needed:  

Energy Frontier
(direct access to new d.o.f)

Intensity Frontier 
(indirect access to new d.o.f

  through virtual effects)

- EWSB mechanism
- Discover new particles 
- … 

- CP violation (w/o flavor)
- Flavor symmetries (quarks, leptons) 
- L and B violation
- ....
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• Kaons: central in understanding the (non-generic) flavor sector of LBSM



• One observable:  if clean enough, “discovery” potential  (Oexp ≠ OSM)

• might reveal new source of symmetry violation (CP, ...)

• no handle on underlying dynamics (multiple explanations)

• More observables (+ LHC):  model discriminating power!

• info on underlying (flavor) dynamics

• if model is known (LHC?), disentangle parameters
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⇓
Points to the need to build a “research program”:

- flagship measurements characterized by high discovery potential 
      - along the way measure all possible K modes: discriminating power 

Project X can play a major role in this! 
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• Rare K decays are deep probe of new flavor-breaking structures 
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• Golden modes (K→ πνν) provide a win-win opportunity 

- Expect sizable [O(1)] NP effects (no λ5 suppression)

- Even if BSM effect is “small” (MFV, ... ) can still detect it due to    
theoretically clean SM  “background” 

• But there is more than golden modes (see later) 



Rare K decays in the SM Joachim Brod
Philippe Mertens

• WG focused on the four cleanest modes

• Clean short distance amplitude 

• Sensitivity to different BSM operators

• Various degrees of  “long distance” contamination

• Small in K → πνν   (negligible in KL mode) 

• Sizable l.d. EM contaminations in K → πee, πμμ,                              
but controllable with input from other decays



Neutrino modes

• Why are we able to make precise predictions? 

Joachim Brod



Neutrino modes

Uli Haisch



10%

6%

Joachim Brod

Long distance contribution
improvable with lattice QCD
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Joachim Brod
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• Three contributions to 
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Charged lepton modes
• Three contributions to 

Joachim Brod, 
Philippe Mertens

• Branching ratios  

• Uncertainty dominated by  KS → π0ee measurement 



Rare K decays beyond the SM
• Two ways to study new physics

Uli Haisch

SUSY:  Wolfgang’s talk                    
RS:  Stefania’s talk               
Dark sector: Philippe’s talk

Uli’s talk

(BSM EFT)



EFT approach: Kaon scoresheet 
Uli Haisch, 
S. Jaeger



• In this framework, can study both 

• “discovery potential” of rare decays (constraints from 
other observables): how large of an effect can we expect? 

• “discriminating power” (correlations among various 
observables) 

• Focus on Z-penguins (operators involving Higgs field):  

• most interesting since they contribute to ε‘/ε  

• largest contribution in most models 



• Left- and Right-handed Z penguins, modify FC Z-boson vertices 

Z penguins

CSM ≈ 0.8

• Rare decay BRs with non-standard Z penguins

Uli Haisch



Correlations in K→πνν modes

• Large (order-of-magnitude) effects allowed, but ... 

Uli Haisch
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• Stringent correlation between ε’ and  KL → π0νν:  ~50% 
deviations from SM BR still possible

• Correlation present in MSSM, RS, compositeness, ...  

Uli Haisch
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Uli Haisch

(Mescia-Smith-Trine, ....)



Rare K decays in SUSY
Wolfgang 

Altmannshofer







Rare K decays in warped extra dims
Stefania Gori

• Sources of flavor violation: 5D Yukawa couplings and fermionic 
“bulk” mass parameters 

• Tree-level FCNCs



Stefania Gori

Without ε’ constraint With ε’ constraint

• Sizable effects in both golden modes possible

• ε’ constraint disfavors very large effects  KL → π0νν:  
but 50% deviations from SM BR still possible



Stefania Gori

• Correlations emerge among various BRs:  falsifiable scenarios 



The dark side of K→πνν
Philippe Mertens

• Rare K decay can help constraining light weakly coupled particles 

Harder to 
separate from bkg



Philippe Mertens
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Philippe Mertens

• Hopefully this “summary of summaries” gives you the 
sense of the breadth of physics that can be accessed 
with rare and not-so-rare K decays

• What is the role of Project X?



Rare K decays at Project X
• What modes can be measured

• K+ → π+νν:  ORKA (MI) (start 2016)  → Project X

• KL → π0νν:   Project X  phase 1 (start ~2020 ?)→ ... 

• KS / KL → π0e+e− interference (parasitic?) 

• Many other opportunities where ORKA detector can 
provide a substantial improvement 

D. Bryman



• Lattice QCD (+ B decays) will reduce in 5-10 year the dominant 
parametric uncertainty:   Vcb to <1% 

• LQCD will also attack the l.d. contributions (hard)

Benchmark sensitivities
(for golden modes) 

• By 2020:   BRTh(K+ → π+νν) @ 5%  and  BRTh(KL → π0νν) @ 5%

• These figures should be the target for Project X experiments                        
(by then NA62 will have ~10% measurement,  KOTO few events)                                             

J. Laiho,  LQCD WG



• With this target precision 
retain “discovery potential” 
even in presence of the ε’ 
constraint 

• This target precision makes 
Project X searches of KL → 
π0νν with O(10) events not 
so exciting as a final goal, but 
only as a stepping stone

• 5%  BR will be interesting 
anyways in 2025: it will either 
be measuring the flavor sector 
of something seen at the LHC 
or it will be an attempt to find 
a crack in the SM



Extra Slides





• More on parametric uncertainties in  Br(KL → π0νν)

Parametric uncertainties 

• Vus @ 0.5%,    Vcb @ 0.5%  (exclusive + LQCD)

• Vub  @  2%   (superB + LQCD)

• sin  δKM @ 1% -> 0.5%  (LHCb)

• In the next decade (to be safe), parametric uncertainty on BR 
will go down to ~4-5%

A. Kronfeld





• “Discovery potential”:  disagreement with SM prediction would 
signal BSM effects 

•  Example:   K+ → π+νν  (graphical representation)

Same central value with 
10% uncertainty and 1/2 

theory error

Current situation 




